Fluorometric Quantification of Single-Cell Velocities to Investigate Cancer Metastasis.
Hematogenous metastasis is a multistep, selectin-regulated process whose mechanisms remain poorly understood. To investigate this biological pathway of cancer dissemination and better understand circulating cancer cells, we developed a high-throughput methodology that integrates organ-on-chip-like microfluidic and photoconvertible protein technologies. Our approach can ascribe single-cell velocity as a traceable cell property for off-chip analysis of the direct relationships between cell molecular profiles and adhesive phenotypes in the context of physiologically relevant fluid flow. We interrogate how natively expressed selectin ligands relate to colon cancer cell rolling frequencies and velocities and provide context for previously reported disparities in in vitro and in vivo models of selectin-mediated adhesion and metastasis. This integrated methodology represents a versatile approach for the development of anti-metastatic therapeutics as well as to generate and test mechanistic hypotheses regarding spatiotemporal processes that occur over timescales of seconds to hours with single-cell resolution.